Adding Science to the Art of Active Management

Traditional active asset management firms—long-only, fundamentally-driven stock-pickers—are facing a crisis of relevance as the shift from active to passive picks up. One reason may be that asset managers have not evolved enough. In this paper, I explain why I believe adding more science to the art of investing by employing a state-of-the-art investment process that incorporates the appropriate data-analysis tools is key to this endeavor.
As the shift from active to passive investing in the discretionary equity space has continued to accelerate it has become evident that traditional active asset management firms—i.e. long-only, fundamentally-driven stock-pickers—are facing a serious crisis of relevance, and William Blair is among those at risk of being disrupted.

One reason for the shift from active to passive is that, collectively, traditional active asset managers have fallen short of investor expectations in failing to deliver risk-adjusted, net-of-fee performance.

Why have active managers disappointed? It could be that there has been too much supply chasing too little alpha. If so, this is likely cyclical, although the cycle could be long. But perhaps there is a more enduring reason, which is that the world has changed while many traditional managers, proudly clinging to their artisanal approach, have not been able to adapt to the changing dynamics.

For decades, the identification and collection of information was almost as important as the analysis of that information. Managers skilled in the former area could exploit that skill to seek superior investment performance. Recently, regulatory changes and technological advances have shifted the paradigm. Access to timely information is now ubiquitous and free—in a word, commoditized. This in turn has created new challenges, highlighting the human limitations of processing so much information in a conventional analog fashion.

To quote Google/Alphabet CEO Eric Schmidt, “From the dawn of civilization to 2003, five exabytes of data were created. The same amount was created in the last two days.”

I believe most traditional active managers have yet to adjust to this new reality and need to add more “science” to the “art” of investing to harness the new challenges.

While human judgment and decision-making will always be relevant to an asset manager’s success, merely trusting your money to the smartest guy in the room may not be the most sustainable model going forward; the smartest guy in the room can certainly benefit from a state-of-the-art investment process that incorporates the technologically-advanced tools and analytics.

After all, hasn’t technology been able to enhance outcomes in almost every other endeavor? Why do active managers seem so reluctant to change? With apologies to Harvard Business School Professor Clayton Christensen, one of the foremost authorities on disruptive innovation, perhaps incumbency leaves too much at stake—so much so that one is not willing to take on the risk of innovation and evolution.

Industry Observations and Opportunities

Technology is crucial to the future of active management. It is therefore important to understand if the industry is investing sufficiently and if resources are allocated to the appropriate areas.

According to Gartner and Institutional Investor, the investment management industry spends two times the global industry average on information technology (IT), about 8% to 9% of revenue (versus 3% to 4% for the global average).

Digging deeper, the breakdown of spending shows that the majority of asset managers’ technology spending (50% to 70%) is focused on middle- and back-office operations, which we could qualify as necessary or “defensive spending.”

Approximately 10% to 30% of spending is focused on client-related activities, but this varies greatly depending on the manager business model (e.g., retail vs. institutional).

The balance of 10% to 30% is spent on the front end or actual investment process (and, of that, one-fourth is for market data, which is not really technology!). This “offensive spending” has been receiving attention from some pockets of the industry, such as quantitative managers, but in aggregate it has lagged compared to defensive areas.

Looking at the evolution and outlook for IT spending in the different categories, it seems clear that “defensive spending,” while high (and poised to remain so), has likely reached a stable level. Most of the infrastructure is now in place, and cost savings have been achieved, even if technological improvement will continue to enhance outcomes. (Perhaps in the future blockchain will disrupt post-trade processing and settlements, but that is a topic for another day).

Client-related spending has evolved gradually from integrated billing and reporting tools to more sophisticated customer relationship management (CRM) systems to services. This area should continue to attract a growing share of spending aiming at further enhancing customer experience and engagement.

But front office, or investment-related spending has broadly been neglected by traditional active managers compared to other areas. (Perhaps that is part of the reason our industry has fared so poorly). Moreover, investment in front office has largely focused on risk-management systems (especially post-global financial crisis) and other non-alpha-generating areas such as compensation and benefits.

In my opinion, the most significant opportunity in investment-related spending is in technologies designed to enhance the existing fundamental stock-selection process, slowly moving away from using technology to access data to incorporating more advanced analytics focused on investment decision-making and alpha generation.

“We started a decade ago, building a custom-made research and portfolio-construction software platform to reflect our existing investment process.”

— Ken McAtamney
Industry consultant Boston Consulting Group stated in a recent report on the outlook for the Asset Management Industry, *Global Asset Management 2016: Doubling Down on Data*, “It will become increasingly clear that competence in advanced data and analytics will define competitive advantage in the industry in the not-too-distant future.”

I believe this will be the focus area of IT spending in the industry in the next several years.

**Adding More “Science” to the “Art” of Investing: The William Blair Global Equity Team’s Perspective**

At William Blair, we have been, and always will be, dedicated to the art of fundamental, bottom-up stock-picking—but we on William Blair’s Global Equity team have taken a proactive approach to technology integration in investment-related activity. We started a decade ago, building a custom-made research and portfolio-construction software platform to reflect our existing investment process.

In beginning this process, our primary goal was to foster investment team collaboration and the transparency of research and portfolio activity to better align all parties with investment objectives. A secondary consideration was the collection of data—capturing events related to the investment process to better monitor and measure research activity and decision-making.

A side benefit of creating a system that captures the investment process was that it forced us to truly analyze our existing analog investment process, exposing biases of which we were unaware, and allowing us to improve. No technology solution will fix a subpar investment process but having the right systems to support the process is key; an inadequate technology solution can pose potential performance risk, or at the very least it can be lost opportunity.

Once a research and portfolio-construction software platform is in place and supported, more advanced tools can be introduced to enhance investment outcomes. More recently, we have been focused on such analytics. Our use of systematic stock factors, for example, has greatly enhanced the scalability and efficiency of our investment process. The integration of systematic analysis enhances the objectivity of our fundamental investment process. We have also extended these tools into our investment strategy and risk management applications, to apply a coherent framework throughout the process.

The next step was to create customized dashboards and alerts to push information to our investment professionals. Finding and
serving up the most useful information, rather than forcing users to navigate the massive information universe manually, was a critically important paradigm shift.

Moreover, it is essential that all applications are transportable, with hardware and software that must be integrated. We thus developed a location-agnostic workflow that lets us collect, analyze, and share information from almost any place across devices.

With the advent of the cloud, software-as-a-service applications, and data warehousing, systems such as these are even more accessible and relatively low in cost. These applications can be used to identify opportunities and risks that would be far more complex or time-consuming for humans to identify in a conventional manner. Standard visualization tools like Tableau are good example of what is readily available now. They do not make the decisions or judgment calls themselves, but assist in the process.

We have all heard the jargon: machine learning, artificial intelligence, natural language processing, neural networks. The goal—after you have solidified a system that reflects your investment process and enhanced that process—is to leverage the technology to evolve the investment process itself. In my opinion this is the holy grail of technology adoption in the investment arena.

I think it would be arrogant, given what we have seen in a number of other industries, to believe artificial intelligence could not improve our analysis and decision making. Yet I have seen such technology applied only in the quantitative hedge-fund space.

There may be good reason for this. Various analyses point to the fact that decisions driven exclusively by machine learning and artificial intelligence techniques are beneficial in the short term, which make them suitable for quantitative trading strategies. But such investment decisions have not proven effective across longer-term investment horizons, which fundamental strategies tend to favor. According to Sanford C. Bernstein & Co., LLC, most artificial intelligence strategies—while they have attractive risk profiles—have underperformed the market and their peers since 2012.

I believe fundamental investors can utilize new technologies to enhance our processes. Collecting, collating, and analyzing data about our investment activity provides insight into our cognitive biases, and this will allow us to better manage the perhaps unwitting risks we take and improve our decision-making.

This will require applying machine learning and artificial intelligence to big data (both structured and unstructured) to visualize the investment process and potential outcomes in a way that most investment professionals cannot see as clearly today. To accomplish this we will need to hire people with different set of skills and incorporate them into our investment teams.

How will we address the likely tension between the classically trained fundamental investment manager and the new breed of technology expert? That will be a challenge. I believe that to succeed, however, we cannot continue to treat this as a support function to be outsourced to our IT departments.

Conclusion

A shift is underway to move technology spending from the back to the front office, from the defensive to the offensive alpha-generating areas. This is poised to continue in the years to come.

It is important to note that this will not lead to less human judgment and analysis. Rather, it will lead to the opposite, because the commoditization of information collection and processing puts a premium on the actual analysis itself.

By allowing a faster and more efficient analysis of the information available and continual improvement of the decision making process, current and future technologies can improve human judgment.

“The goal—after you have solidified a system that reflects your investment process and enhanced that process—is to leverage the technology to evolve the investment process itself.”

— Ken McAtamney
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